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WITH GRATITUDE 

“In Lak’ech” is dedicated to Don Alejandro Cirilo Perez Oxlaj. 

“Wandering Wolf” is the 13th Generation Quiche Mayan High 

Priest and Spiritual Leader of the Maya.  

In the Time of the 13th Baktun Wandering Wolf disseminated the 

Secret Wisdom of the Mayan calendars. The Tzolk’in records a 

journey to Human’s Destiny of Divine Consciousness and the 

Power to Create.  

Wandering Wolf has gathered a Pack of Lone Wolves from his 

wanderings around the world. Many have initiated themselves as a 

Tzolk’in Daykeeper… one who Counts the Days and Creates 

Experience in the Past, Present and Future. 

I give thanks for Ian Xel Lungold (12 Sun/AHAU), who’s 

Understanding was my first Light of the Tzolk’in. Ian has walked on 

to his final Dream to be of service to us from the “otherside,” One 

with a Legion of Light. Thank you, Michael Shore (1 CAUAC) for 

preserving Ian’s legacy at MayanMajix.com.  

I’m grateful to my Elders on the Native American path who shared 

the Power of Sacred Ceremony. They shared the Wisdom of Life in 

a Living World and the Sacred Right of Choice. I especially thank 

Minisa Crumbo Halsey, the 1Wind/IK at my back on many Spiritual 

Adventures. Thank you. 

For all who have walked with me on a daily journey at 

JaguarSpirit.com… because we made a journey together, I had 

someone to share the joy of learning. Your Love carried me to 

Higher Possibilities of Believing.  

With my Deepest Gratitude and Appreciation, 

THANK YOU FOR THE TIMES AND PLACES  

YOU’VE LED ME TO.   



MEANING AND PURPOSE 

This book is written for YOU. If you are here, a Path of Beauty has 

already called you. The Elders called us the Beloved, the New 

Mystics, born to Light many paths to the Stars. I Honor all the 

reasons you turn to a Personal Relationship with a Divine Creator. 

My passion is to share a calendar that can guide Endless Ways that 

hold to the Faith of a Divine Love.  

My passion is sharing a calendar that led me to a Reason To Be and 

the Higher Consciousness of a Divine Relationship. A Sacred 

Calendar is already recording the milestones of your Past, Present, 

and Future.   

All the Possibilities inherent to a Divine Human Being can become 

Common Sense when we follow an order of thoughts that is 

already written within. Counting each Day as a Sacred Event, we 

see the Beauty in the Design for the Reason we were Created To 

Be.  

The Tzolk’in is Human’s Journey to a Divine Destiny. Our Heart’s 

Desire is a Power of Love. Guiding thoughts in a Divine Direction 

by a calendar is a journey to happiness. The Maya discovered the 

calendar in Human that proves ALL Time has a Purpose and ALL 

Time is a tapestry that can be rewoven again and again with every 

new discovery of our own Truth.  

My dream is to share a calendar that reveals ALL Time has a Divine 

Meaning and Purpose for You To Be.  

YOUR dreams are inspired for a Miracle. 

  



 

The Dawn of an Awakening 

To the East 

Honoring the Grandfathers and Grandmothers to the East,  

the direction where the Sun rises… 

Great Spirit, Thank you for  Life, Light, and Love, and the Gifts 

to Manifest our Dreams. 

To the South 

Honoring the Grandfathers and Grandmothers to the South,  

the direction of Relationship… 

Great Spirit, Thank you for making us Equal as The One,  

and for leading a way of Happiness and Harmony.  

  



To the North 

Honoring the Grandfathers and Grandmothers to the North,  

the direction of Wisdom and the Faculties of the Mind… 

 Great Spirit, Thank you for the Spiritual Gifts of 

Consciousness, 

the Promise of Unconditional Love, 

Divine Wisdom and Truth that leads to our Divine Destiny. 

To the West 

Honoring the Grandfathers and Grandmothers to the West,  

the direction of our DIVINE FUTURE… 

 Great Spirit, Thank you for covering our Eyes and Mouth, 

in the Greatest Humility to know the Wisdom Divine.  

Supreme Lord and Creator, Thank you for the Blessings of 

Life, Light, and Happiness. I come with the Offering of a 

Dream to share my Miracle with the Whole. In Humility and 

Gratitude I ask  for a Divine Intervention to carry out the task. 

May Divine Spirit express the message my Heart means to 

share through written words. May a Divine Agency translate 

the Truth YOU would Intend to be heard.  

I give thanks for Divine Inspiration, and the Choice to Create 

a Dream. May I Hold Faith in a Divine Provision, that it will be 

what the Creator would intend it to Be.  

Great Spirit, may the Grandmothers and Grandfathers always 

be Blessed for the Wisdom they preserved as our Divine 

Inheritance.   



 

I give thanks for the Blessing and ask in Humility for a Divine 

Intervention. May a Divine Source of Wisdom express the 

message my heart wants to share, and may a Divine Agency 

disseminate the Truth beyond my own understanding. May 

this be an Offering that extends the Power of a Miracle to the 

Whole. 

AHO. 

  



THE TOLK’IN SACRED HUMAN CALENDAR 

Each heavenly body has an orbit.  

So was Human given an Inherent Path. 

The Maya are recognized as the Lords of Time. They shared the 

advanced Consciousness of Time and Place. The Maya were one of 

many Sacred Traditions that marked time by Heavenly Lights. They 

were the first credited with the concept of zero… a point between 

the Above and Below. The Human calendar records the Time for 

the Purpose of Creation.   

Mayan calendar traditions are correspond with Universal Principles 

Spirit, handed down through Time, including the Great Law of 

Creation, “As Above, So Below.” What is created in one realm of 

being will be balanced in all others. The Maya learned to create from 

the realm of their Dreams and Imagination.  

The Maya were so advanced in their thinking, some question 

whether their knowledge was their own. Through their discovery 

of Time, they found the Consciousness to Know ALL Things. 

Through Consciousness, Human holds the power to share 

Consciousness with the One Divine Mind holding the Collective 

Wisdom of everything. 

Time was important to all the eras of Humanity. Ancient Sacred 

Sites and Pyramids were aligned to a celestial event. “Why was 

THIS particular Time so important? What did it mean? Why was it 

worthy to carve in stone?” 

The Universal Laws and Principles passed down since the Emerald 

Tablets are Truths shared in common by every tradition that 

Believes in the Human Power of Creation. The Truths of the 

Whole are consolidated by Mayan calendars that chart the natural 

paths of the Moon, Planets and Stars.  



Just as each heavenly body has an orbit, so was Human given an 

Inherent Path. We were intended to see our Synchronicity with the 

Universe. One true measure of Time in synchronicity with a 

Universal Event suggests that ALL Time was created with an 

Inherent Meaning and Purpose.    

The Maya learned everything they Knew from Mother Earth. 

EVERY THING every Human Knows, we learn from Mother Earth. 

She reveals a Divine Design from the Micro to the Macro. From the 

tiniest particles of Earth, we’ve learned many mysteries of the 

Universe. The Maya knew what was True for One thing, held Truth 

for all others. By Knowing one thing, we can imagine and create 

MANY things. 

The Power of Creation is a dynamic and cumulative 

Transformation. Every Creation manifests new Tools of Creation 

that can be applied to a limitless number of Dreams. Genius can 

become Common Sense, with multiplying variables for 

Discernment.  

Every Truth we hold changes with our next experience. Our next 

experience will either confirm it or call it into question by a real life 

application. The Tzolk’in calls all our thoughts into questions, when 

we’re given another perspective. Using the Gift of Discernment by 

being Conscious of thoughts, we become Conscious of Our Truth. 

The Tzolk’in leads a Truth-seeking mission for Truth we can apply 

to the experiences aligned as the Day’s Meaning and Purpose. We 

can get over our Fears of the Truth… afraid to see the Wisdom for 

our own Right Direction. With the help of a calendar you begin to 

embrace Your Truth as the direction to your own Happiness. 

Counting the Days, there is evidence to Believe in where it leads. 

A Supreme Creator’s first gift to Humanity was a Living World, a 

Place for a Dynamic Experience of Time. The Time of our Life was 



meant to be shared in Relationship with the Creator. Human was 

designed to be the Personification Below of a Divine Light Above.  

A Supreme Creator with such a Divine Intention didn’t leave 

anything to chance. The Maya’s closest conception of “God” is a 

Divine Consciousness that is everything that ever was, and 

everything that could ever be, forever and all at once.  

Only a Living world in Motion could offer Time to Experience. 

Time allows Human to Know a Beginning an End. Human was given 

time for what couldn’t be known “all at once.”  

Every Human was given their own Spark of Possibility. When we 

take the Leap of Faith toward our Heart’s Desire, we will Know 

the Reason WE were Created. Our Dreams and Possibilities are all 

different, yet following the same road.  

The Maya knew if One Time was Sacred, ALL Time was Sacred. If 

there was a Meaning and Purpose for One Day, there was a Divine 

Meaning and Purpose for all.  

The Tzolk’in synchronizes the Time created for each of us. The 

Day was the Mayan’s Most Sacred Measure Time. In the hours of 

the day, lies the legend of Human’s journey that is synchronized to 

every measure of Time, from the Micro to the Macro.  

Our most Sacred Path is to Be Who We Are.  

We were Intended Time to know our Life from its Beginning to its 

End. The journey leads through darkness and. All our stories began 

in the darkness of the Unknown. We were meant to witness our 

own harvest of Unlimited Possibility. 

The Maya saw the Sun as the Symbol of a Divine Source of Life, 

Light, and Happiness. Everything seen in a world below was a 

reflection of the. Symbols Below reflect Truth Above.   



By “tracking the mind” we discover our own Supernatural Gifts and 

how perfectly they’ve been working all along. The calendar helps 

Human discern the Consciousness of Ego and the Consciousness of 

a Divine Spirit within.  

Human was meant to Know the Gifts of Telepathy, Intuition, 

Healing Power, and Clairvoyance… and their One Central 

Force of Knowing. 

Human was gifted to know the Truth when we hear it. When we 

hear Truth, it feels like we’re remembering something we already 

knew. Knowing how Truth Feels is a Gift. When we receive 

information and something doesn’t feel right, when it’s confusing, 

when it leaves more questions… we can discern we haven’t heard 

the whole Truth.   

One of the gifts of the calendar is finding that Your Truth. Your 

perspective is the most important one to Know. We were meant 

to stand on our own Truth without validation from another Human 

Being. Being “right” is not as important as Knowing Your Truth.  

Your Truth is the journey. Each Truth you know is leading to a 

Higher Truth. 

We were created to be Loved forever without conditions. Mother 

Earth was given as the place we would See the Love and Choose to 

Love Back. We’re given Divine Time.  

 

Love is the Divine Vibration that maintains the Integrity of its 

Frequency from one end of the wave to another. Sometimes the 

energies travel Above and sometimes Below, but the zero point in-

between offers the One Divine Choice that will carry on. 



Before we were born into the world, we were carried in the womb 

of a Divine Mother. Mother Earth is a womb that carries us 

through the darkness and the light of our journey. Our Spirit 

always remembers we began as One.  

Mother Earth and Time holds every Provision for Human’s Love 

and Genius to be born in the world.  

A Divine Choice is all that’s needed to start the journey. 

  



THE LOSS OF SACRED TIME 

Time holds the greatest mysteries for Human to still discover.  

Time is our last frontier. 

The Divine Time of the Natural World was hidden by those who 

knew the Advantage of Knowing Time. Calendars that once 

recorded Human’s synchronicity with the Universe were reordered 

for no Divine Purpose. Disrupting the Natural Order of Time, 

Human Consciousness was confused and we lost our Sense of 

Time and Place. 

Signs, Symbols, and Truths of Divine Power were distorted, turned 

upside down from the Truth of their Intention. Those that would 

remember were met by a crusade on a Mission for Forgetting.  

The Whole Truth was difficult to see and the new false truth 

contained enough elements of Divine Truth to feel. If every Divine 

Truth had been shared as the Word of the Creator, would so 

many of us still keep wondering, “What is the meaning of Life?”  

By Natural Time, there are specific Times when Human could see a 

milestone of transformation. By a new Gregorian calendar, 

Human’s 13-day Sacred Cycle of Creation was cut in the middle. 

On a 7-day week, before one natural cycle completed itself, Human 

would keep starting over every Monday. We’d pick up where we 

left off in the never ending cycle. The only measure of 

accomplishments we would realize was a Friday paycheck. 

Creating experience in cycles of the Sacred 13, we don’t just go in 

circles. We Ascend on an upward spiral.  

The Tzolk’in records Human’s Destiny, a journey through Time.  

The Maya Honored the Day as a Sacred Event. Human could 

change a calendar, but they could never change the Day.  

The Day is marked by the Brightest Star in the Sky. 



The Greatest Signs and Symbols are Every Day, right in front of us. 

When we can look beyond the physical form to the reflection of a 

Divine Expression, Human can See the Symbols of a Divine 

Communion. 

When we aren’t paying attention, we see the occasional 

“coincidence.” Transformed to Higher Consciousness, Human will 

Create its own “coincidences” of Divine Will. 

All things Unchangeable, Primal, and Inherent are evidence of a 

Divine Design. The Sun is our Symbol of a Divine Light that always 

shines for us. Even when we don’t see it, we know it’s there. Each 

Sacred Day with the Sun Human begins again from the Dawn of a 

New Awakening.  

13 steps of Creation written Human are inherent, a manifestation 

of Divine Design. The Maya discovered Human’s Divine Thoughts 

through the Hours of One Day in the Light.  

Each Day completes a Human Creation cycle of “12 hours” from 

Dawn to Sunset, and the 13th Hour when we disappear from one 

world to enter another. When the Sun rises again, we see the Light 

and have an idea “we thought of” in a Dream.  

Tuned in to a Rhythm and Pattern of Movement, we cease to fight 

our ups and downs. Both the Dark and Light are fields of Wisdom 

for discerning Your Central Truth. Human is a Creature of Duality. 

Through one thing, we know the other. When dark or light 

experiences synchronize with a calendar, you can see that either 

one drew you back to a Divine Communion. 

It’s not a journey for perfection. The Tzolk’in holds a journey to 

the Consciousness to “Feel” our way and “Know” our Truth is the 

direction we were born to go. 

 



DISCERNMENT AND DIVINATION OF THE TZOLK’IN 

The Human mind is a Divine Calculator.  

The more variables of Truth we process through our 

Consciousness, the more Divine the Calculator becomes. 

The Tzolk’in offers Signs, Symbols, and Archetypes for discernment. 

The calendar is correspondent with Universal Laws, Principles, and 

Philosophy. The calendar draws on personal knowledge and 

experience. 

The Numbers and Archetypes of the Tzolk’in reflect a Way and a 

Means. The Number is the Force of Intention… a Way of Being or 

Energy of Movement. The Archetypes of the Day Signs are the 

Guiding Perspectives that hold the Means, an approach toward the 

end. The Tzolk’in guides a journey of thought, offering “where to 

go” and “how to get there.” 

The nahauls are totems that convey Instinctual Ways of Being. They 

hold gifts that transcend Human capabilities. They help us conceive 

our own Supernatural gifts. They prove that all Life given a 

Consciousness on Earth was given a “way.” 

We have our ways. The nahauls hold the way of their migration to 

a new life. The Tzolk’in calendar records Human’s migration to a 

Destination of Divine Consciousness… an Inherent path within.  

Human Inherently Knows the path to Happiness. Our guidance 

system is far more sophisticated than a “devil” or “angel” on our 

shoulder. Human doesn’t Love a path of “right” or “wrong.” 

Human always Loves a path it Believes will lead to Happiness. 

The fundamental resource for all Human Knowledge is always right 

in front of us. Mother Earth holds countless living symbols. A 

calendar calls us to the Time and Place to witness them. 



 

Aspects marked by the calendar include the Elements:  

 Earth, Water, Air, and Fire, the 4 Directions of South, 

West, North, and East, the Up Above and Down Below as 

reflections of one another. A Truth Below illustrates a 

Truth Above… by the Law of “As Above, So Below.” 

The Count of Days incorporates many paths and my own changing 

philosophy and discernment. The Elders said traditional ways 

passed down are proven and worthy tools. They are a provision 

until we claimed our own way. One Divine Way offers the variables 

to see things another Divine Way. 

The Meanings of Signs and Symbols can be drawn as an “Oracle” 

for Divination, as well as using them to Discern a Daily Meaning 

and Purpose. One practice contributes equally to the other.  

The discernment of the Count of Days is the practice through 

which you experience the synchronicity of the calendar.  

Discernment of Ups and Downs 

The Tzolk’in upholds the Truth that “tomorrow IS another day.” A 

back and forth journey between Human and Divine thoughts, make 

sense as the ups and downs of a Human journey.  

Connected to Beginnings and Endings of calendar cycles, we can 

recognize it as a rhythm and pattern of movement. One thing turns 

us back to another.  

The Snake is a Universal Symbol of Enlightenment and Illumination. 

Like a Snake, the movement of Divine Consciousness is a back and 

forth motion, feeling our Center as our Consciousness of Peace 

and Harmony.   



It’s been my passion to share a direction for thoughts that 

manifested Major Life Changes for me, as well as the incremental 

changes of every day.  The calendar helped me to project when to 

expect the “tomorrow” scheduled for Peak Experience. Following 

the Tzolk’in there is always a synchronicity in the future when 

we’re Creating our Own Dream.  

Your Truth is meant to be. 

Every Truth you hold now is the foundation to know a different 

Truth, or a Higher Truth. “Right” and “wrong” are worldly 

assessments of value. The Tzolk’in offers the curiosity to learn from 

either one. Spiritual Development requires the courage to See our 

Self. When we see the Provision for Human limitation is Divine 

Intervention, we come willing to fail for a Divine Reason.   

The Tzolk’in elevates our thoughts for a Higher Discernment of 

our Truth. Each day, trecena, season, and round of the Tzolk’in 

completes a Transformation in equal measure of the cycle.  

  



THE CALLING 

If you are seeking a Relationship with a Divine Consciousness, you 

were Called to a Spiritual Path. Your Heart answered a Call of 

Light from the Darkness of “an end of Human power.” When we 

reach the limit of Human power… when we lose all hope… we are 

Called. The last place we turn is to a Truth we already Know. Faith 

and Hope is Inherent to our Human Design. An experience of 

Darkness called us to the Light.   

The shaman walks the path of the “Wounded Healer” archetype. 

Our wounds serve a Divine Purpose. From a path of suffering we 

are transformed for a Divine Service of Compassionate Love. 

Compassionate Love is a Spiritual Gift of Empathy. Only by 

knowing what it means to lose all Hope, can we share the authentic 

Love of Hope and Forgiveness. We are called because there are 

others who have walked in our shoes. They need the very Love we 

have to give.  

The Elders say, “What you heal in yourself, you heal for the Whole.  

The journey we took was anything but divine. We wanted to learn 

things the hard way. We inherently Knew that Experience was the 

best teacher. No matter what Common Sense was shared with us, 

we didn’t except the Truth until we experienced it for our self. 

Our Ego may have pushed us into the rat race to win advantage. 

We were willing to be imperfect so we could be Divinely Broken. 

Human is Sacred for bearing the Time to Know something better.   

I waited a very long time to Know something Better. I thought I 

had a path. So, I couldn’t understand why every Spiritual Tool I had 

wasn’t enough to save me. At 65 I couldn’t find a good reason to 

go on. One by one, I’d counted every failure and every bad choice 

I’d ever made. Now it was too late. My very last ditch effort was to 

dedicate myself to a calendar that I knew offered some good 

reason To Be each day.  



From a commitment to journal 260-days of the Tzolk’in (October 

18, 2015), my “last ditch effort” manifested this book, 1316 daily 

journals, and a lifelong dream to visit the Mayan ruins.  I would 

never have dreamed them when I started. My life manifested a 

Major Change within the first 260-days. Each new round has led to 

a Higher Consciousness of the Possibilities. Every 13-day trecena 

has given me Higher Ground, one small step at a Time that holds 

the exponential Power of Divine Intervention. 

My Truth has become that anything is possible. The calendar is for 

Manifesting Impossible things. Some of the Miracles that have 

manifested in my life, I never believed enough to ask for. They were 

Miracles of Divine Will.  

The Elders say, “It’s not whether we can. It’s if we can Remember.”  

The Tzolk’in holds the Power to help us Remember that “we don’t 

have to.” There is a Divine Provision for Human limitation. Divine 

Justice is based on our Highest Intention. Human is Divine for even 

trying. Our limit is where Human can See the Miracle.   

  



THE MOST IMPORTANT CHOICE 

Everything we hope and dream is possible  

when we Know we are One in a Divine Relationship. 

No one can tell us what to Believe. We have to choose the Truth 

we want to Believe. How can we choose something to believe, 

when we only have Faith and Hope? 

I didn’t make a Conscious Choice to Believe until I was 65. I was 

always following paths that others followed and believed. I couldn’t 

even see the Truth of that when I started. A Conscious Choice was 

made when I was presented with a Divine Question. My truth was 

challenged by someone who said, “You Live. You Die. That’s ALL there 

is.”  

I left the exchange thinking, “Why do I believe?” I thought of the 

absence of any evidence.  

Then my thoughts were turned to the Beauty of a Sunset. How 

different that experience would be if I never saw it as the Hand of 

God. I remembered all the stars and birthday candles I’d wished on, 

believing in a Divine Source of provision. I thought of spiritual 

experiences that would no longer hold any meaning in my life. 

That’s when I CHOSE to Believe. “Right” or “Wrong,” it was a 

Truth Worthy for me to Believe… a Central Source of Happiness. 

My greatest joy was drawn from Believing. 

We don’t have to Believe to make a Choice to Believe. We only 

need a Reason we want to Believe. Then we can ASK a Divine 

Creator to turn Faith into Believing. 

Miracles begin to happen when we KNOW we made the Choice. 

We Know the Creator Knows we made it. Believing is the Divine 

Justice for Human Faith and Hope. 



In my last desperate attempt, I chose something I thought would be 

hard – for the sole purpose of Knowing I’d made a last worthy 

attempt. Before, my journals were hit at miss recordings of Time. 

They still served their Divine Purpose. Making a choice that would 

require a dedicated effort began a New Creation of my life and the 

manifestation of my own Miracles of Believing.  

My Miracles created the passion to share the calendar with others. 

If I could be so broken, if I could start over again at 65 with a whole 

new outlook on life, I believed that anyone could.  

I sign every daily journal, “In Lak’ech” – My Symbol of believing 

what was True for One is True for the Whole. “In Lak’ech” is an 

everyday Mayan greeting that means, “I am another you.” 

 

  



THE DAILY PRACTICE 

A Dedicated Daily Practice is the way to discern the 

synchronicity of the Tzolk’in. It becomes an interesting 

curiosity when you discover a calendar is telling Your Story.  

Keeping a daily journal, you’ll record the milestones of your 

progress. Every Day is Sacred. You can turn to any day in the 

Count for inspiration or discernment. Though, it takes a daily 

practice to see the synchronicity of Time. Start with an intention to 

complete a 13-day trecena cycle from its beginning to the end. I 

wish I’d recorded my very first trecena. Something I learned in the 

first 13 days opened a door of possibility. 

1) Calculate the current date on the Mayan Tzolk’in 

calendar. 

MayanMajix.com, the website that preserves the 

Wisdom of Ian Xel Lungold, offers the Daily Tzolk’in 

date from the main menu. Ian’s work focuses on the 

Yucatec traditions of the North. Ian’s great 

accomplishment was to receive the endorsement of 

understanding from Don Alejandro, the High Priest and 

Spiritual Leader of ALL the Maya traditions. It helps to 

Understand one tradition before you draw on another.  

 

2) Turn to the current Mayan date in the Count of 

Days.  

A journal helps keep the count straight offline. I still pay 

morning visits to MayanMajix.com as part of my daily 

practice, just as a nod to Ian Lungold and to Michael Shore 

who carries on Ian’s mission.  

 

3) Consider the Intentions and Perspectives of the 

day and compare them to your own thoughts.  

See what you can relate to your own thoughts. A tool for 

discernment is the question, “What thoughts are on my 



mind today?” The calendar relates to our natural 

preoccupation of thoughts. Check in with yourself 

throughout the day. You don’t have to perform perfectly 

from the Divine Perspective. You’ll learn the reality of the 

experience just by trying. 

 

4) Do it for a Divine Reason in a Divine Way 

Make an offering of your Time for a Reason. When you 

ask for Divine Intervention, share Your Reason with the 

Creator. Then ask the Creator directly for what you want 

to know. Then the Truth you learn you will claim as Your 

Own Truth. 

There IS POWER in Sacred Ceremony… the Time and Place 

when Human and the Creator are united in thought. Initiate your 

Whole practice with a Blessing for your Divine Purpose. Create an 

altar to it. Light a candle, bless it, smudge it, sprinkle it with Holy 

water… whatever you choose as Your way. It’s your new beginning 

and a path YOU will create. Begin in Gratitude for what a Divine 

Creator intends for You to know.  

REMEMBER… Your Truth is more important than MY Truth. 

You can borrow it as a provision until you choose your own.  

in Lak’ech, I am another You 

 

 

 

 

 

  



WAYS OFFERED TO LEARN THE TZOLK’IN 

 In Lak’ech, a Tzolk’in Count of Days 

This book offers a way to learn through my own daily journal. 

These are my discernments inspired by Spirit. You can use my 

Truth to compare and discern your own. You follow my 

journey through this writing, and you can also turn to any 

page of the Count as an Oracle for Discernment. 

 

 Oracle of Initiation, from the Tzolk’in Human 

Calendar 

The Oracle card deck incorporates all the Tzolk’in’s Signs, 

Symbols and Archetypes, along with an operation for 

divination. This is a fun way to familiarize the meanings that 

will also support the daily discernment.  

 

 Tzolk’in Calendar Field Guide 

The field guide consolidates all the Daily Aspects for your 

own discernment.  can compare your assessment with mine 

or others. Suggested exercises for deeper understanding are 

included for each trecena of the Tzolk’in. 

 

 Tzolk’in Daykeeper’s Journal 

This journal is designed for recording your own Count of 

Days. Pages are formatted to note the glyphs and the daily 

aspects, and to record your experience or synchronicity. The 

journal can be a reflection of “what thoughts were on your 

mind.”  

 

 JaguarSpirit.com 

My own daily journal is published daily online, written for the 

current day on the Tzolk’in. They chart planetary influences 

from other cycles of Time, including lunar and astrological 

cycles. 



 

 

 

Tzolk’in Count of Days 

 

 


